
NAMESAKE



Names share

• Histories

• Etymologies

• Personal Stories/anecdotes



• In German society there was a first name and a calling name, so John Jacob would have that name 
on church records, deeds, etc., but for anything else, he would be known as Jacob.

There was a naming order for families. This was observed especially with the Mennonites. The first two sons 
were named after the child's Grandfathers. It was usually the father's side first honored unless the Mother's 
father had died before the Father's father and the Father's father was still living. The females were named in 
like order. They believed in honoring their fathers and mothers. This naming order started to go out in the 
1840's.

Nicknames can also cause trouble. These are some among the Pennsylvania Germans. Anton (Anthony) was 
nicknamed Tunis. Barbara was Bevvy. Dietrich became Dieter. Elizabeth could be Eliz, Eliza, or Lis. Johannans 
was Hans or Hannes. Magdalena became Matti, Matta, Lena, or Molly. Maria was changed to Mary with the 
nickname of Polly or Molly. Nicholas (Nicholaus) was Nickel or Claus. Anna or Ann had the nickname of 
Nancy or Nan. Catharina was kate or Katie. Christoph (Christopher) was Stoffell and was confused with 
Christian whose nickname was Christ or Christli. Gottfried (Godfrey, Geofrey, English) was confused with 
Frederick with the nickname of Fritz. margretha was nicknamed peggy or Maggie. Valentin (Valentine) 
became Felty. Fronika became Fanny. Ludwig can be Luwick or Lewis. Bernhare, Bernd, and Barnet became 
Bernard



Namesake: a way to discover the 
many lives of your name

• A mobile/web app that lets you login with 
your name and find your namesakes

• Start up a conversation about your name- 
its meaning, etymologies, histories

• Community board to share findings, trivia 
and invite discussion



The many lives of my 
name

• Ananya, Cambridge, England- “Cool idea! I have no idea why my parents gave 
me this name but I do know that its a pretty unisex name! You can’t imagine 
the number of times I’ve been in an awkward situation back home because 
of this. This one time I was signed up for a compulsory all girls sexual health 
camp in high school without my knowledge! But I like my name.”

• Ananya, Philadelphia, USA- “Yes! I don’t know what it is with sharing the 
same name. All my life growing up I was the only Ananya I knew. But then in 
college, I met another Ananya and I absolutely hated her! My only 
consolation was the fact that she spelled her name a little differently.”

• Ananya, Mumbai, India- “I just googled my name. I can’t believe I had never 
thought of it. Thanks for this. I don’t really have a story except this one right 
now.  After 30 years of living with the name, I finally find out what it means. 
That too through a stranger on Facebook. Thanks.”



Expected findings

• Names travel

• Names follow a pattern

• Multiple variants of the same name

• People might have the same name for the 
same reason


